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Astrid Lorange, Untitled (This is inadmissible.)

I haven’t thought about it, but we can talk about it. [laughter] I mean I would have
done what I was expected to do. [laughter] There’s always someone coming in from
the street, into a situation where they don’t belong. [laughter] So that the
enlightenment can come either chemically or not. [laughter] They could speak
together and reply one hour later in the next second. [laughter] All we do is brush
information against information. [laughter] And he said, that’s why I love philosophy;
no one wins. [laughter] Then we’re in the wrong place. [laughter] Sound is very
convincing, often. [laughter] I feel…ambiguous…ambivalent! [laughter] I mean if
you didn’t know it to begin with. [laughter] It consumes itself. [laughter] I can’t see
anything wrong in each way’s being right. [laughter] I was thinking of this book
which I haven’t read. [laughter] If they come to the other side of the brain they’re
nonsense. [laughter] What’s playing in their head. [laughter] So I was squinting a lot
[laughter] and putting a lot of color on canvas, and I left most of that behind too. And
that if, say, I didn’t know very much about a given subject, I was still very
enthusiastic. [laughter] I don’t know. [laughter] That’s what I thought too. [laughter]
So the ticket would get drawn by his message. [laughter] It had a fantastic
resemblance to the voice of God. [laughter] So that you get your finished work before
you’ve even begun. [laughter] Then I learned that the walk was to be on elephants!
[laughter] I said, Why did you take that one rather than the other, and he said,
Because you slipped. [laughter] The mathematical notes would somehow fill in the
space between us and the stars. [laughter] So that through Andy we are able to go to
whatever supermarket there is, and find ourselves in a church! [laughter] Though we
would probably be very happy actually to have a shoe. [laughter] When there is
space, it doesn’t seem to be a Johns. [laughter] They’re memorabilia of dropping
strings! [laughter] It was the result of making the most efficient way possible to make
all the skyscrapers that needed to be made. [laughter] If I don’t change the way I’m
working, won’t they all sound the same? I haven’t come to any thought yet. [pause;
laughter] He goes around suspicious of absolutely everything! [laughter] What I
actually did was to change the computer program, so that it wouldn’t do that again!
[laughter] And if you don’t like it, it’s nerve-wracking. [laughter] [laughter] Because
chance doesn’t know that it’s only supposed to appear once. [laughter] Any one who
does that will not be given a passport. [laughter] There were people in tubs scratching
themselves. [laughter] So it’s not an O, it’s part of a delete mark. [laughter] Now the
question is, are we more interested in signing something, or knowing what it would be
like? [laughter] I want that voice in my next opera. [laughter] Therefore we have to
become anarchic. [laughter] I found it dull as dishwater! [laughter] That, of course,
didn’t happen. [laughter] They can land more or less anywhere and then vibrate over
to where they belong. [laughter] It would be the concertizing TV. [laughter] One way
of doing that, he said, to produce sound, an infra-mince sound, would be dancers with
corduroy trousers. [laughter] I’m just dealing with numbers and what I want to say is
I can deal with higher numbers. [laughter] I shouldn’t just say, Go to hell. [laughter]
Therefore it must be higher than this! [laughter] You could have more arguments.
[laughter] “You were higher than you should be!” [laughter] He produced feedback
that sounded very good! [laughter] The piano was in danger! [laughter] So, the public
who didn’t think these were good watercolors [laughter] could make some
watercolors of their own to pin up. We take his body and separate it. [laughter] Here
are stones! [laughter] Hair bows and so on. [laughter] It may be robots doing it.
[laughter] Just in order to taste success! [laughter] I said, I think it’s very operatic.
[laughter] I’ve cooked them already for over three hours. [laughter]
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Josef Kaplan, Miller Time

A. An1 else thnk its weird @ericcantor in the comp w/ osama at time of raid cracking
brews? #cantorlovesosama #cantorconspiracy
B. An1 else think its weird @ericcantor tweeted "osama 4ever" xctly 911 times when
news dropd of the raid? #cantorlovesosama
C. Any1 else think its weird @ericcantor wears osama's rescued beard to bed as his own
beard #cantorlovesosama #cantorconspiracy
D. Any1 else think its weird @ericcantor watched godfather trilogy for 1st time w/
osama #cantorlovesosama #cantorconspiracy
E. Any1 else think its weird @ericcantor actual name “osama mccantor”
#cantorlovesosama #cantorconspiracy #mcdonalds
F. Any1 else think its weird @ericcantor looked after osama’s cats during AQ mtgs?
#cantorlovesosama #cantorconspiracy #neighborliness
G. Any1 else think its weird @ericcantor pulled special army favor to get osama
undrwear post-raid? #cantorlovesosama #cantorconspiracy
H. Any1 else think its weird @ericcantor had surgery to make his dick look like osamas
dick? #cantorlovesosama #cantorconspiracy #porn
I. Any1 else think its weird @ericcantor had vacation house INSIDE osamas
NUTSACK #cantorlovesosama #cantorconspiracy #badinvestment
J. @ericcantor just tweeted: “I’m the new head of al qaeda”. Any1 else think that’s
weird? #cantor #alqaeda #osama #truth #whitehouse #politics
K. WH not rlsing OBL imgs b/c they show @ericcantor weeping in bkgd & flipping off
the SEALS - any1 else think thats weird? #cantorlovesosama
L. Any1 else think its weird @EricCantor has a dildo he calls his "IED"? And that he
plans to use it to "sodomize the corrupt entirety of USA"?
M. Any1 else think its weird @ericcantor profile reads: "I serve as the Majority Leader
and represent Osama Bin Laden 4ever GET FUCKED USA."
N. Any1 else think its weird @ericcantor told his gf he'd pull out but he didn't & now
she preg btw she's osamas exwife #cantorcheatsonhiswife
O. Any1 else thnk its weird @EricCantor makes his wife eat out osama bin ladens preg
wife who he made preg, while he jerks it? #ericcantorsexy

P. @EricCantor drinks bin ladens preserved cum b4 he fucks b\c he wants to "cum bin
ladens cum"... ne1 else think that's weird?? #osamabinladen
Q. Any1 else think its weird @ericcantor cries "this is 4 osama in memoriam" when he
cums? Then he eats his own cum. #cantorlovesosama
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Kristen Gallagher, 2001 Clear Channel memorandum

2001 Clear Channel memorandum
The 2001 Clear Channel memorandum is a controversial document distributed by Clear Channel
Communications shortly after the September 11, 2001 attacks to the more than 1,200 radio stations they
owned. The memo contained a long list of what the memo termed "lyrically questionable" songs.
During the time immediately after the attacks, many television and radio stations altered normal
programming in response to the events, and the rumor spread that Clear Channel and its subsidiaries had
established a list of songs with questionable lyrics that stations might not want to play after the attacks.
The list was made public by the independent newsletter Hits Daily Double, which is not affiliated with
Clear Channel. Snopes.com did research on the subject and concluded that the list did exist as a suggestion
for radio stations but noted that it was not an outright ban on the songs in question. The list contains 165
songs. The cover of "Smooth Criminal" by Alien Ant Farm is on the list while the original version by
Michael Jackson is not. Similarly, J. Frank Wilson's version of "Last Kiss" is included, but Pearl Jam's
cover is not. Clear Channel denied the existence of such a list in a press release to a radio industry trade
publication, Radio Ink, although they had already admitted to distributing it.
3 Doors Down
"Duck and Run"
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AC/DC
"Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap"
"Hells Bells"
"Highway to Hell"
"Safe in New York City"
"Shoot to Thrill"
"Shot Down in Flames"
"T.N.T."
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"The Boy from New York City"
Afro Celt Sound System featuring Peter Gabriel
"When You're Falling"
Alice in Chains
"Down in a Hole"
"Rooster"
"Sea of Sorrow"
"Them Bones"
Alien Ant Farm
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The Animals
"We Gotta Get Out of This Place"
Louis Armstrong
"What a Wonderful World"
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"Walk Like an Egyptian"
Barenaked Ladies
"Falling for the First Time"
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"Rescue Me"
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"Sabotage"
"Sure Shot"
The Beatles

"A Day in the Life"
"Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds"
"Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da"
"Ticket to Ride"
Pat Benatar
"Hit Me with Your Best Shot"
"Love Is a Battlefield"
Black Sabbath
"Sabbath Bloody Sabbath"
"War Pigs"
Blood, Sweat and Tears
"And When I Die"
Blue Öyster Cult
"Burnin' for You"
Boston
"Smokin'"
The Crazy World of Arthur Brown
"Fire"
Jackson Browne
"Doctor My Eyes"
Buddy Holly and the Crickets
"That'll Be the Day"
Bush
"Speed Kills"
The Chi-Lites
"Have You Seen Her"
The Dave Clark Five
"Bits and Pieces"
Petula Clark
"A Sign of the Times"
The Clash
"Rock the Casbah"
Phil Collins
"In the Air Tonight"
Sam Cooke
"Wonderful World"
Creedence Clearwater Revival
"Travelin' Band"
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"Fire Woman"
Bobby Darin
"Mack the Knife"
Skeeter Davis
"The End of the World"
Neil Diamond
"America"
Dio
"Holy Diver"
The Doors
"The End"
The Drifters
"On Broadway"
Drowning Pool
"Bodies"

Bob Dylan
"Knockin' on Heaven's Door"
Everclear
"Santa Monica"
Shelley Fabares
"Johnny Angel"
Filter
"Hey Man, Nice Shot"
Foo Fighters
"Learn to Fly"
Fuel
"Bad Day"
The Gap Band
"You Dropped a Bomb on Me"
Godsmack
"Bad Religion"
Green Day
"Brain Stew"
Norman Greenbaum
"Spirit in the Sky"
Guns N' Roses
"Knockin' on Heaven's Door"
The Happenings
"See You in September"
The Jimi Hendrix Experience
"Hey Joe"
Herman's Hermits
"Wonderful World"
The Hollies
"He Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother"
Jan and Dean
"Dead Man's Curve"
Billy Joel
"Only the Good Die Young"
Elton John
"Bennie and the Jets"
"Daniel"
"Rocket Man"
Judas Priest
"Some Heads Are Gonna Roll"
Kansas
"Dust in the Wind"
Carole King
"I Feel the Earth Move"
Korn
"Falling Away from Me"
Lenny Kravitz
"Fly Away"
Led Zeppelin
"Stairway to Heaven"
John Lennon
"Imagine"
Jerry Lee Lewis
"Great Balls of Fire"

Limp Bizkit
"Break Stuff"
Local H
"Bound for the Floor"
Los Bravos
"Black Is Black"
Lynyrd Skynyrd
"Tuesday's Gone"
Johnny Maestro & The Brooklyn Bridge
"The Worst That Could Happen"
Martha and the Vandellas
"Dancing in the Street"
"Nowhere to Run"
Dave Matthews Band
"Crash into Me"
Paul McCartney & Wings
"Live and Let Die"
Barry McGuire
"Eve of Destruction"
Don McLean
"American Pie"
Megadeth
"Dread and the Fugitive Mind"
"Sweating Bullets"
John Mellencamp
"Crumblin' Down"
"Paper in Fire"
Metallica
"Enter Sandman"
"Fade to Black"
"Harvester of Sorrow"
"Seek & Destroy"
Steve Miller Band
"Jet Airliner"
Alanis Morissette
"Ironic"
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"Death Blooms"
Ricky Nelson
"Travelin' Man"
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"99 Luftballons"/"99 Red Balloons"
Nine Inch Nails
"Head Like a Hole"
Oingo Boingo
"Dead Man's Party"
Ozzy Osbourne
"Suicide Solution"
Paper Lace
"The Night Chicago Died"
John Parr
"St. Elmo's Fire (Man in Motion)"
Peter and Gordon
"I Go to Pieces"

"A World Without Love"
Peter, Paul and Mary
"Blowin' in the Wind"
"Leaving on a Jet Plane"
Tom Petty
"Free Fallin'"
Pink Floyd
"Mother"
"Run Like Hell"
P.O.D.
"Boom"
Elvis Presley
"(You're the) Devil in Disguise"
The Pretenders
"My City Was Gone"
Queen
"Another One Bites the Dust"
"Killer Queen"
Rage Against the Machine
All songs by Rage Against the Machine
Red Hot Chili Peppers
"Aeroplane"
"Under the Bridge"
R.E.M.
"It's the End of the World as We Know It (And I Feel Fine)"
The Rolling Stones
"Ruby Tuesday"
Mitch Ryder & the Detroit Wheels
"Devil with a Blue Dress On"
Saliva
"Click Click Boom"
Santana
"Evil Ways"
Savage Garden
"Crash and Burn"
Simon & Garfunkel
"Bridge over Troubled Water"
Frank Sinatra
"New York, New York"
Slipknot
"Left Behind"
"Wait and Bleed"
The Smashing Pumpkins
"Bullet with Butterfly Wings"
Soundgarden
"Black Hole Sun"
"Blow Up the Outside World"
"Fell on Black Days"
Bruce Springsteen
"I'm Goin' Down"
"I'm on Fire"
"War"
Edwin Starr
"War"

Steam
"Na Na Hey Hey Kiss Him Goodbye"
Cat Stevens
"Morning Has Broken"
"Peace Train"
Stone Temple Pilots
"Big Bang Baby"
"Dead and Bloated"
Sugar Ray
"Fly"
The Surfaris
"Wipe Out"
System of a Down
"Chop Suey!"
Talking Heads
"Burning Down the House"
James Taylor
"Fire and Rain"
Temple of the Dog
"Say Hello 2 Heaven"
Third Eye Blind
"Jumper"
The Three Degrees
"When Will I See You Again"
Tool
"Intolerance"
The Trammps
"Disco Inferno"
U2
"Sunday Bloody Sunday"
Van Halen
"Jump"
"Dancing in the Street"
J. Frank Wilson and the Cavaliers
"Last Kiss"
The Youngbloods
"Get Together"
Zager and Evans
"In the Year 2525"
The Zombies
"She's Not There"
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Chris Alexander, 451 Words Banned from Google’s “What Do You Love?”
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John Paetsch, Untitled (This is inadmissible.)

We had come from our zone to meet mantus and Glauc. Welcome,
said mantus, taking me by the hand, is there anything to scan?

  

Yes, that is why you are here, for a favour.
What?
I want you to tell me the name of your half brother, which I have
forgotten; he was a mere child when I last came from zonae, but
that was a long time ago; his father's name, if I remember rightly,
was lamp?
Yes, he said, like the name of our brother, Antip, but why do you
ask?
Let me introduce some countrymen of mine. They are lovers of
philosophy, and have heard that Antip remembers a conversation
which took place many years ago.

  
  
  
  

Quite true.
And could we hear it?
Nothing easier, he replied. When he was a youth he made a careful
study of the piece, though at present his thoughts run in another
direction. But, if that is what you want, let us go and look for him.
He dwells lit, and quite near.
  

  
  
  
  
  

  

  

  

  

  

Accordingly we went to look for him; he was at home, in the act of
bridle fitting. When he had done, he saluted me as an acquaintance
whom he remembered from my former visit, and
We asked him to repeat the dialogue. At first he was not willing,
complaining of bridle trouble, but at length he consented.
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Kim Rosenfield, August Task (In memoriam to a mistaken task)

Surya: I Chose You
http://youtu.be/d79ArrL8VRg

The story of Surya and his Roscoe…

!

Andy Sterling, Richard Lewis Testimony

It wasn't in front of the Eiffel Tower. In fact, it was in the bedroom -- I had tall black
socks on and my boxer shorts. I mean, I don't even want to sleep with myself! I admit I
dress like I’m ready for burial – but I was at a Lakers game with the Knicks in L.A. – and
I swear he was wearing an alligator suit. What if tomorrow night it’s a raccoon?
buy from hell mugs & shirts from hell the blank from hell awful bad terrible atrocious

by theblacksmith Apr 1, 2006 share this

Listening to her melodious voice and looking at the lanky man in earmuffs, willing his tractor to
keep a straight course down the field, I couldn’t help thinking of Mr. Crawford’s fictional
character Unguentine and his indomitable wife, who ply the seas, warring and making love, on
a barge dense with tropical trees and vegetables.
But here the air smelled like garlic.

Since being retired in 1995, Bodacious has sired hundreds of offspring. He appeared
healthy until last week.
"He looked good" until the end, Carolyn Andrews said. "He was fat and sassy."

Peppercorn Ranch Burger $8.99 7 pepper seasonings, American cheese, fried onion
strings and a side of ranch dressing.
The Courthouse Burger $9.59 Basted with bbq sauce and topped with smoked ham,
crispy bacon and Swiss cheese.
Pulled Pork Burger $9.59 Topped with bbq pulled pork, cheddar cheese and crispy onion
tanglers.
The Executioner $12.59 2 Angus burgers layered with crispy bacon and caramelized
onions between a triple decker grilled cheese sandwich with lettuce and tomato.

[gulp]
[thud]
Tony
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Sam Tierney, Constantia
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Eddie Hopely, !"########
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Kristin Lucas, This is inadmissible.

!
!
Go to this url:
http://www.kristinlucas.com/collective_task/index.html
Wait for image to load. Move mouse over image.
Click image to clear screen and start over. Do this several times a day.!
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Klaus Killisch, a mountain of inadmissible evidence

a mountain of inadmissible evidence
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Robert Fitterman, Untitled (This is inadmissible.)

It appears this page is no longer valid

You have been redirected to this page as your old bookmark is no longer valid.
Due to a site upgrade it seems that your bookmark is no longer valid. We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. You will be redirected to the
new login page in 10 seconds. Please update your bookmark.
Click to go to the new login page now.
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Airport Diagrams Search
This page is no longer valid. To search for Airport Diagrams please refer to:
digital - Terminal Procedures Publication (d-TPP) and Airport Diagrams.
Please remove all bookmarks to this page.
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THIS PAGE IS NO LONGER BEING MAINTAINED
Important Information
Who Owns Your Images? Make Sure You Do! - Just because you bought it doesn't mean
you can use it.
Special Characters in HTML - How to Access Special and International Chatacters in the
Latin-1 Character Set
The Eggman's Concise Guide to A Successful Website
What Every Webmaster Needs To Know About Copyright
Chart of HTML Error Codes and What They Mean (Error 404, etc)
Hexadecimal Color Codes Explained
Hexadecimal Numbers Explained
Spider Food: Teaching you how to gain top ranking with the search engines is what
Spider-Food is all about. In about an hour of your time they'll cover the techniques that
search optimization specialists use to get professional results
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Government
Notice of Online Archive: This page is no longer
being updated and remains online for informational
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Kieran Daly, Untitled (This is inadmissible.)

TITLE A priori Vanessa Place (Kieran Daly). A citation i.e.
'written up' lexicographically or negative appropriation of
nominal (Acker 1987) category. The category, post-'intensional
nominal', actually (rather than 'eternally', without process
(Whitehead 1929): non-dialectics) may have already replaced—sanscausality (non-Freudian parapraxis?)—, in this case, Vanessa Place
(Kieran Daly). homologically? negative appropriation (a-diachronic
—i.e./cf. Vanessa Place Kieran Daly) was unilateral 'to' [X]
dissymetrically ('as if') in its actual appearance? Theory
(TITLE) INFORMATION: NO THEORY))
23 May 2011 at 20:34. "already un/-/performed"? 'a priori'
Just
Vanessa Place (Kieran Daly) faked out—[which was] their condition
in [this] serial novel?
Null vector
This article does not cite any references or sources. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. (June 2009)
In linear algebra, the null vector or zero vector or empty vector
is the vector (0, 0, …, 0) in Euclidean space, all of whose
components are zero. It is usually written with an arrow head
above or below it : \vec{0} or 0 or simply 0. A zero vector has
arbitrary direction, but is orthogonal (ie perpendicular, normal)
to all other vectors with the same number of components.
A different kind of vector, also called null vector or zero
vector, arises in various generalizations of Euclidean space, as
explained below.
Since the word null has a more general (and very different)
meaning in computer programming, many programmers prefer the term
zero vector to avoid confusion. For example, the statement if
( MyVector == Null ) would intuitively be interpreted as if
MyVector is a null pointer by many programmers, as opposed to if
MyVector is a null/zero vector.
[edit] Linear algebra
For a general vector space, the zero vector (or null vector) or
empty vector is the uniquely determined vector that is the
identity element for vector addition.
The zero vector is unique; if a and b are zero vectors, then a = a

+ b = b.
The zero vector is a special case of the zero tensor. It is the
result of scalar multiplication by the scalar 0.
The preimage of the zero vector under a linear transformation f is
called kernel or null space.
A zero space is a linear space whose only element is a zero
vector.
The zero vector is, by itself, linearly dependent, and so any set
of vectors which includes it is also linearly dependent.
In a normed vector space
0. This is just the zero
are ( 0,0 ) and its unit
[edit] Seminormed vector

there is only one vector of norm equal to
vector. In vector algebra its coordinates
vector is n
spaces

In a seminormed vector space there might be more than one vector
of norm equal to 0. These vectors are often called null vectors.
[edit] Examples
The light-like vectors of Minkowski space. In general, the
coordinate representation of a null vector in Minkowski space
contains non-zero values.
In the Verma module of a Lie algebra there are null vectors.
Categories: Linear algebra | Zero | Vectors
Hidden categories: Articles lacking sources from June 2009 | All
articles lacking sources
This page was last modified on 23 May 2011 at 20:34.
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J. Gordon Faylor, Ray Brassier – The Pure and Empty Form of Death (1/6)
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Stacy Doris, Siehe, ich lebe. Woraus?
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--- Ranier Maria Rilke, "Duineser Elegien: Die Neunte Elegie," in Duino Elegies and The
Sonnets to Orpheus, translated by. A. Poulin, Jr., (Boston: Houghton Miffling Company,
1977), 66.

Lanny Jordan Jackson, RÉPETOIRE:
In Absentia / Inadmissible / In Articulo Mortis [plaster-ed / cast-ed / bust-ed]:
Self-Portrait Facing Death [1972 (pied cassé ou…pied cocasse ou…pied coq ass ou)]:
THE AVATARS OF FAT-FOOT [Commedia dell'arte]:
|
The fake red nose I thought was being worn, in
the Avenue MOZART more than thirty years ago, by a man dressed (I believe) in a
correct black suit and who, riding on a bicycle, had injured himself by colliding with
the tramway in which I happened to be. The macabre jest of those musical comedy
bells elevated to the dignity of a tocsin and of that bottle-nose of blood similar to the
false nose of that sort of clown whose machinations are unclear, equivocal, like those
one attributes to the "king's fool," not knowing if he is a true madman or someone
"making believe."
Deares cozz buzz!
I have received reprieved your highly esteemed writing biting, and I have noted doted thy
my uncle garfuncle, my aunt slant, and you too, are all well mell. We, too thank god, are
in good fettle kettle … You write further, indeed you let it all out, you expose yourself, you
let yourself be heard, you give me notice, you declare yourself, you indicate to me, you bring
me the news, you announce unto me, you state in broad daylight, you demand, you desire,
you wish, you want, you like, you command that I, too, should could send you my Portrait.
Eh bien, I shall mail fail it for sure. Oui, by the love of my skin, I shit on your nose, so it
runs down your chin…
Now the 70s didn't do many favors for us um and the the young student that I was
in the audience looking back at Gert Schiff would've looked like he belonged in the
Red Brigades um but Gert Schiff was a wonderful professor uh with a wide range of
erudition he was noted for his work on Henry Fuseli and the Romantics um but he
ranged to uh late Picasso he did an exhibition on that uh before his death um and
contemporary art uh an extraordinary man and he gave uh a lecture series on Central
European art about 1972 that I attended um and that time it was really the first that
I or anybody in the class had heard of Messerschmidt in the United States in 1972
there was not a lot known about him and um so Schiff also admitted to his students
he basically was cribbing from his lecture notes from when he was a student at the
university in Cologne in the late 1940s early 1950s um and so he was kind of leading
us through this kind of information that was sort of passed on uh but this was kind
of new territory for many of us at that point and so certainly Messerschmidt was new
so Schmidt uh Schiff! um took us through some of the career of this artist I
mentioned that he began really with imperial portraits and this is a quintessential
one uh done about 1765 of um Maria Theresa as Queen of Hungary um with this
extraordinary baroque image with a billowing dress um full of all the pomp and
circumstance that one's uh one associates with the baroque there's also lots of
movement um and if you start looking at the details there's this almost hallucinatory
attention to all of the little details um which this kind of glimmer of which
Messerschmidt is going to come out uh in his portrait busts begins to show itself so
he begins with um these kinds of works and in those days uh in the 1970s in New
York there wasn't a lot that could be seen if you were a student or somebody wanted
to follow Messerschmidt's career um this was in the Belvedere it still is in Vienna uh
one could see other portrait busts by Messerschmidt um in Vienna if you traveled
further afield um which it wasn't as easy in those days in Budapest you could see a
work like this known as The Yawner um and in this country uh there was virtually
nothing there was essentially only uh one work um in well there were two works…
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